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The newly designed linking syntax of RELAIS_DDL target is released.
Athens linking functionality has been added for EBSCOHost journals targets.

Applying the Revision
The following packages are released: 
sfx-kbsw-update-20140700.run
sfx-kbdb-update-20140700.run

For directions on applying the revision, refer to the SFX KB Update section of the SFX General User's Guide .
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Type of 
Change

Component Description Solution File List

Correction TargetParser Add an exception to the 
DE_GRUYTER_ONLINE_JOURNALS 
target.

The article level linking of the De Gruyter Online 
Journals target has been modified in order to disable  
DOI based links when the DOI value is invalid or 
resolves externally of the vendor's platform.

lib/Parsers/TargetParser/WDG/REF.pm

Correction TargetParser Update the Ebsco Athens Athens linking functionality added for EBSCOHost 
journals targets based on the 
EBSCO_HOST::ebsco_am target parser is invoked 
by setting the $$ATHENS_ID flag in the L/P section 
of the target service area with the value yes.

lib/Parsers/TargetParser/EBSCO_HOST/e
bsco_am.pm

Correction TargetParser Update the RELAIS::RELAIS target 
parser, following a platform modification.

The linking structure of the RELAIS_DDL target has 
been updated following the vendor's platform 
modification, and the newly designed linking syntax of 
the RELAIS_DDL target is invoked by populating the 
$$LIB_ID, $$SITE_URL and $$USER flags in the L/P 
area of the target service section with the values 
received from the vendor as follows:
The $$SITE_URL flag is filled with a value currently 
existing for your institution.
The $$LIB_ID flag is filled with an LS (patron’s library 
symbol or agency symbol from the circulation system) 
value received from the vendor.
The $$USER flag is filled with a PI (the patron ID in 
Relais) value received from the vendor.

lib/Parsers/TargetParser/RELAIS/RELAIS.
pm

Correction TargetParser Update the target parser to handle article 
level links of Literature Online with 
complicated article titles.

The CHADWYCK::LITONL target parser has been 
modified to handle article level links of the Literature 
Online target correctly when the article title contains 
special characters.

lib/Parsers/TargetParser/CHADWYCK/LIT
ONL.pm

Correction TargetParser Add the getSelectedFullTxt section to the 
DOAJ parser.

The DOAJ.pm target parser has been modified to 
support the "get selected full text" service type.

lib/Parsers/TargetParser/DOAJ/DOAJ.pm
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